In this picture: a custom recessed display case.

RECESSED CASES

CUSTOM DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

Whether part of a remodeling project or new construction, Waddell Recessed Cases are the perfect fit.
The built-into-the-wall design allows for a high degree of security with an absolute minimum of free space.
Sliding tempered glass doors with ground-in finger pulls, built-in locks, steel shelving hardware, and white
laminate interior side panels are standard. Special design allows for easy installation by a qualified installer
and a precise fit into rough wall openings.

BUILD YOUR RECESSED CASE
Standard Sizes

Specifications and Options

48"H × 48"W × 16"D | 48"H × 60"W × 16"D
48"H × 72"W × 16"D | 48"H × 96"W × 16"D

Shelving:
Glass shelves from 4" to 14" deep (standard is 12" for 16" deep case).
By attaching standards to sides of case, shelves can be full depth on
48" wide case.

Custom Sizes
Width:
Height:
Depth:

Up to 96" opening for one box. 				
(Rough opening can be wider and contain multiple boxes.)
Up to 72"H for fully framed door; up to 60"H for 		
unframed door; up to 48"H for hinged door.
Overall case depth 4" up to 36" (standard is 16").

Backs, Sides, Top, and Bottom:
White, veneers, vinyls, customer chosen laminates from Wilsonart®,
Formica®, or Pionite®. Backs – cork, textiles, textiles over cork (tackable).

Doors:
Sliding or hinged tempered glass doors.

Lighting:
Back, Sides, Top, and Bottom Color Options

Optional fluorescent lighting mounted inside of the box. Minimum 15"
deep opening for lighting.

(see pages 31 and 32 for details)

Miscellaneous:
White
Laminate

Cork
Natural

1" flange surrounds the case and a 2" face to create a finished look
on-site, and it is ultra thin (1/16") to fit snugly against the wall.
Actual case measurements will be approximately 1/2" less than
overall opening to allow for adjustments on location.

Plus, custom laminates from:

Drawings will be provided and need field verification before
production begins.
When multiple boxes are utilized, a 2-1/4" spacer (wood) is
provided for connecting the boxes side by side.

Call customer service for all options.

Built to Fit

Sleek in Design

Give us your rough opening size and discuss custom
options with our skilled customer service team.

Waddell's craftsman will design and build your
one-of-a-kind recessed display that meets your needs.
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